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A desolate 
wasteland

Built in 18 Century 
Egypt 

Thrive till 
nowadays

Efficiently monopolize all facets of mass production

Production increased exponentially, 

and eventually the area transformed into an anarchy. 

High-walled super hub 

Central control mansion

Residential area for 
citizens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background is set as one particular land, known as the Lost City, located in Egypt, it has managed to efficiently monopolize allfacets of mass production. Though, the bustling nature of this high-walled super hub doesn’t reflect the cities infancy. Though anarchical ideals were simply a façade. 



Hydra Sparanza 

Dominator of the Lost City and 
controls vast surveillance network

Had an Italian upbringing

Moved to Cairo, Egypt at age 6

Study at a military academy

A deadly mindset and a strong military 
companion

Hidden storeline: Relationship to Heru Kanika

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally from Venice, Sparanza had an Italian upbringing. It wasn’t until she was six that she moved to Cairo, Egypt to study at a military academy. Sparanza consciously accepted her road  at the horizon of her adolescence. Egypt provided her with a deadly mindset, and a strong military companion. After matriculation, Sparanza met her future mercenary partner, Heru Kanika, who she would work with for years to come. After witnessing the destruction caused by the flash, Sparanza decided to build from the ashes. She is the proud founder of Capital City. Hidden storeline: Relationship to Heru KanikaAfter matriculation, Sparanza met his future mercenary partner, Heru Kanika, who he would work with for years to come. After witnessing the destruction caused by the flash, Sparanza decided to build from the ashes. He is the proud founder of Capital City. 



Sashe Kanika 

A pristine mercenary
Ruthless killer
Growing up in the Egyptian Capital City
Has a twin: Mafuane
Under the wings of a Mercenary father and build a unique view of the world
Gave her life to the Egyptian government
Has yet to turn back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our project will follow one woman, Sashe Kanika as she travels through the Lost City in search of her sister, Mafuane.Sashe has always believed in the ideals of truth, fluidity, and the protection of family. These ideals truly manifested the day when her father died on contract. Following that moment, 



Ruling tools: Sentients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some creatures were tasked with carrying out missions throughout the world, bearing the Lost City’s crest. These missions ranged from product transportation to mercenary contracting. 



• Monitor citizens
• Execute tasks directly from Sparanza
• Perfect execution
• Hundred percent compliance



Mafuane Kanika 

Heru Kanika 

Hydra Sparanza 

sister

To be explored

Relationship

To discover their destiny

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heru Kanika was born to Cairo soil. Egypt was his first love and his only Siren. An only child, Heru Kanika was a strong individual, excelling in academia. While in school he took a particular interest to martial arts as well as the Egyptian army. After finishing his academic studies, Heru made the conscious decision to pledge his life to his country. Heru Kanika)quickly elevated, gaining military prestige alongside his mercenary partner, Hydra Sparanza. One day a flash completely eradicated the foundation of the Northern Region. Heru Kanika had no home, or place to go. He only had Sparanza. Shortly after the flash, Kanika travelled to the newly formed dessert with Sparanza to begin anew. He helped build an infrastructure which would eventually become the Capital City. The Capital City is where he raised his children, until one day Heru Kanika received his final contract.  Mafuane Kanika: the most elegant killer in the Egyptian nation. Tactical planning, and silent execution are the second nature of her subconscious. Sister of the world renown mercenary, Sashe Kanika, she is far from living in a shadow. Mafuane  has completed more contracts than any other mercenary, though she hides from the public eye. She owns the shadows, reaping without stirring a soul. Though, her life as a killer was not her choice. When her father died on contract, Mafuane became cold. She longed to leave Egypt, but as sister, she believed in the ideals instilled by her father. Mafuane unwillingly followed her sister into the life of a contract killer. She only recently decided to retire when she received an invitation to become a citizen in the Lost City.  



Complete ending of story

Social 
websites

Offer clues
To promote the storyline

Main platform:

WEBSITE

Open 
discussion 

board

Video 
websites

Offer clues
To promote the storyline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The user will be given information regarding the Lost City, and it is their job to put together the puzzle.



• Citizen interviews
• Contract
• Letter
• 3D robot video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides To reveal the truth hidden behind the surface. Image and story on website will tell most story, but in order to find out a complete appearance, need to browser other info on fb, twitter, etcContract, to explain the reason why sashe goes on her ventureNeed to be discover on social website, to reveal mafuane’s destinyTo explore the technology that hydra use to control citizensWill be another image to show mafuane has been halfly transformed





https://www.facebook.com/tmsthelostcity



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CW_QN0t4NFY





Continuity 

Drillability 

Spreadability
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